Inductive inference machines (lIMs) are algorithmic devices which accept as input the graph of a computable function, an ordered pair at a time I and which out-.put a succession of programs each conjectured to compu.te the input function. IIMs synthe size programs given '~~amples of their intended input-output behavior. S~veral different criteri.on for successful synthesis by lIMs ·are defined. A given c·rilerion is said to be more general than some other criterion if the class of sets which can be inferred by some lIM with respect to the given criteria is larger than than the class of sets which can be inferred by some 11M with respect to the other criterion. The tradeoffs between the number of IIMs involved in the learning process and the· generality of the criteria of success are examined.
Introduction
The model of program synthesis studied below was essentially introduced in [10] and presented recursion theoretically in [3] . Herein we will consider program synthe sis as performed by an induqtive inference machine (abbreviated: lIM) which is an algorithmic device with no a priori bounds on how much time or memory resource it shall use, which takes as its input the graph of a function from N (the natural numbers) into N an ordered pair at a time (in any order), and which from time to time, as it is receiving its input, outputs computer programs. IlMsalso serve as a model of the process by which an empirical scientist may algorithmically analyize a sequence of experimental results and conjecture an explanation of the phenomenon under investigation [6] . Due to the relevance to the philosophy of science, IIMs have, in one form or another, been studied for .many years with and without mathematical rigor [ 1] .
The results of [6] are extended to cover the case of program. synthesis by fin~te .collections of 11Ms. Our motivation-is three fold. First of all. we are interested in parallel computation. In the case of Turing machine computations, the introduction of parallelism does not enlarge the set of computable functions. We view program synthesis as a potentially infinite process of learning by.example.. As such, lIMs are performing limiti;ng computations. The results presented below indicate, in a very.strong sense. that n+l IIMs are capable of synthesizing programs for a strictly. larger class of functions than can only n lIMs. We examine the tradeofis betwE~en.the number of IIMs·used to synthesis a pro~ram Supported by NSF grants. MCS-7903912 and MCS~770438B. and the proximity to complete correctness achieved by the synthesized program. Although more machines can always be employed to synthesize more accurate programs. increased error tolerance cannot be substituted for the lack of machines .
We are interested in developing a theory of algorithmic learning. By studying IIMs we are investigating the class of all algorithms which learn by example. The contribution towards this goal reported below is the precise description of the tradeofis in learning power between the number of machines, the number of learning trials allowed. and the accuracy of the synthesized program. The definition of team learning (to be given precisely below) states that a program has been successfully synthesized by the team if there is an 11M in the team capable of successfully synthesizing the program. Despite our inability to determine which IIM in the team is successfully inferring a given function, there are situations where our notion of team learning is practical. Here is an example. Suppose we wish to send a coUection of robots to investigate an alien planet. Each robot is equipped with identical data gathering and transmission equipment. The robots are distinguished by the particular learning program used as a subroutine to analyze the data collected to infer a program which is then used to predict events in the alien environment. It is plausible that a robot which successfully infers a reasonably accurate prediction program has a better chance of. surviVing when faced with a new situation which may be fatal to its existence (landslide, flood, etc.) than does a robot which is using a program which almost always makes inaccurate predictions. We are concerned in particular with how many robots to send based on which criteria we use to determine successful inference of a prediction program. It will be shown that. in general. the larger the collection of suitably chosen robots we send. the larger the class of phenomena that can be correctly identified. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that sending a larger suitably chosen collection of robots win increase the chances that at least one will survive to send back data.
A synthesized program is an explanation of the function input to the IIM in the sense that it can be used to p-redict the behavior of the function on arguments not yet seen by the lIM" An empirical scientist performs a series of experiments, records the corresponding results and conjectUl"es an explanation of the phenomenon under investigation. The philosophers of s~ience developed and studied various models of the .sci~ntitlc method. The first use of someol the recursion theoretic. techniques·· that we use below applied to problems i:p. inductive inference appears iIi'[21}.. However, in their study of the scientific method. the philoso·phers seem to regard a sci.entific community as a unified whole. Indeed. when several researchers are investigating the same phenomenon the results of every experiment are eventually known to all the researchers. Often there is no consensus on the proper explanation of the phenomenon under investigation. The theory presented below provides a model of the scientific method admitting several. possibly contradictory. opinions as to an explanation of some phenomenon. The applicability of our results to the philosophy of science may be slightly tenuous as we will regard an inference successful as soon as one scientist has found the correct explanation. regardless of the acceptance or rejection of the explanation by bis or her colleagues.
Background and Notation
In· this secti-on we state several notational conventions. make some preliminary definitions.. and review some results which are needed later on. An 11M M is said to be order indepeftdflnl iff for any function.I,. it M's last gues's on lIome enumeration of the graph of / is p. then M's last luess on every enumera-. tion of the graph of I is P .
In the sequel we will only consider the synthesis or pro-284 grams to compute total recursive functions. Clearly. any 11M M can be effectively transformed·into an lIM M' which preprocesses the input graph of any recursive function I and feeds. it to M in the order (O.! (0», (1,' (1». "' . Hence, we will always assume without loss of generality. that all the IIMs we discuss are order independent. An order independence result whichcovers the case of partial recursive functions appears in [3] . Our results will hold. without modification. for the inference of partial recursive functions. However, the recursive functions are sufficient to illustrate all the distinctions we make· below. Definition 2.5 ass·ociates a class of sets of recursive functions With the inference criterion EX. We classify various inference criterion by set theoretically comparing the classes associated with each criteria. As the criteria become more aeneral. the associated sets become larger. Allowing a finite number of errors· in the p·ro-gram which an IIM converges to gives rise to several more identification criteria. Musa [17] shows that the 'mean time between software failures. forsutficiently complex systems. is an increasing but bounded function of the total of the run times of all the executions of the system. A rea.sonable conclusion to draw from Musa's work~which is consistent with observation, is that· few large programs are totally bug free. A philosophical motivation f.or studying the inference of programs which exhibit anomalous b.ehavior on some inputs stems from several examples t)f physical theorieswhi~h. although generally correctly. yield inaccurate predictions in some instances [14] . In the definitions of below a andb denote members of (NU~·1 EX-=!,SKElM)(SCEXGtM»). Note that EXO=EX. EX· was introduced in [3] . Also considered is the number· of times an IlK changes its most current -outptit~Of interest here is the number of trials a learning program must go through before it successfully completes the learning process. Another trial is completed every time an 11M outputs a program which is. dilferentfrom its previous conjectur·e. Counting mind changes is not the same as determining the complexity of the synthesis process. An lIM may output the same conjecture several times ina row. and ·may take a varyingamount of time to produce each conjecture. At bes.t.countingmind changes· may be atirst apprOXimation of the complexity of the inference proc·ess. In [19] counting the number of mind changes .enroute to convergence -toapr~ram in a given r.e. sequence is studied.. Some c.omplexity of inference notions are considered in {20). The c-ompli!xity of the inference of finite automata is examined in. [11] . DEFINITION [6] 
The remalmng definitions in this section are necessitated by the proof techniques used below. We construct programs to compute functions which. are easily identitledby some IlMs. but not by others., By various recursion theorems we construct functions which output programs to compute themselves. Sometimes these programs will be "hidden" in' the dips, or counterexamples to the mon9tonicity of' the range~r the functions constructed in the sequel. Hence, we make the .follow- Note that I is monotone nondecreasing ifT D(/)=t/J. In the examples of teams of I1Ms that we construct, the interaction between the IUds is rather trivial. Typically, the machines decide a. priori which portion of the' input they each will examine and then all the machines run identical algorithms on the data they examine. The portion of the input function examined bran lIM is called a ply. DEFINITION 
2.11.
Suppose " is a partial function and n is a positive integer. For i <n. the i Ui n-plfJof t is the partial func-
Clearly. any partial function is completely determined by its set of a-plies. We win pay attention to the monotonicity of the plies of the functions we construct. DEFINITION In this section' we establish several hierarchies of inference criteria based on the number of IIMs· used in the inference process. The results in this section validate· a "critical 1118SS'" principle formechanizedinduclive inference. For each -n > 1 there are sets of phenomena which can beidentitled by n robot scientists. but no fewer. That is. n+l IIMs have the potential to synthesize programs for ':l larger class of functions than can be synthesised by only n UM8. Recall the s.cenario of sending robots to investigate an alien planet. The follOWing theorem suggests that we should send a large .d.iverse collection .of ro.bots. to increase the chances that at least one of them survives to send back data. Hence, for mechanistic learning devices, diversity is the key to success. just as in the biological world. The follOWing is also ageneralizatlon of the Non-Union Theorem of [31 to· Bf:IA -identification. Prool. SelectnEN By an argum~nt ,similar_ to that-gfCase By another implicit appl~cation of the recursion theorem we obtain' a program 82 described as follows, Let %2 be the least number not in d.omain ('81) . Choose the least number %-s such that 3 -%3 + 2>= %2' Let 112 ::: COROLLARY a.2{2). 
In' [161 and [25] are results about special :cases where the union of two sets in EX is also in EX.
Allowing an finite unbounded number ,of anomalies also -enables n+l ,HMs'to synthesize ina single triai-a class 01 functions whichts not -identifiable by n JIM. with respe-ct,~behavIorally -C01TeCt inference. •
C(n,BC

Tradeolls between Kind Changes and Number of
Machines
In this section we investigate the tradeotfs between the number of mind changes and the number of machines involved in the synthesis process. We will show that the number of mind -changes can always bẽ educ~d by the employment of more IIMs. The following inclUSion result. as will be seen. is best possible. 
If thE~re is an unblocked M'/c satisfying (iii) then choose the one with numi(M'/c) least, and that M'Ie outputs Pi. We then say Pi is placed by not enough r.oom rule (iii).
As each M'1f; cannot output more than c +1 conjectures and will not output if its most recent conjecture is still relevant, it suffices to show that all conjectures are successfully placed by (i). (ii), or (iii). Since c <b. then PI is placed by (ii).
Claim. If P l'PZ,' ",Pi-l have all been placed by (i) or (it)
then Pi will also be placed. 
Proof of Q,aim.
Next we turn our attention to finding out how many machines need be traded to compensate for having fewer mind changes. The results of this section, together with Theorem "3.6, are sufficient to completely characterize the tradeoff between mind ch~nges and cover size in the cases where the synthesis of a finite variant of the input function is sufficient. • 5. Tradeotls Between Anomaly Bounds and Number of Machines Our first theorem in this se ction shows that one can always trade anomalies for cover size. As will be shown, the follOWing result is best p~ssible. THEOREM 5. 1. 
Clearly, Sm.(a,+l)EC(m,EXJl
and x < min (Ajl) J U~1+1JWA:~). Clearly each vi satisfies clauses (1) and (2) Case (2) . Not case (1). Therefore. j =m -1 and m.fl/ ml~k. Since k~l, m divides land k =l. Then
Recall that a stronger inclusion result holds (Theorem 4.1) when trading machines for mind changes instead of anomalies. We next turn our attention to determining when cover size cannot be traded for anomalies.
[
Proal. 
Clearly these sets are are pairwise disjoint. At any point in the construction a nunlber is free iff it is neither in domain (9'e) nor marked by any marker. With each set Aj there is an associated minimum fill value vj. Each vJ will be defined so as to satisfy clauses (1) and (2) below, where 1/1 = (CPa -~(x ,CPs (x» Ix E AjJ).
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At even numbered stages below, markers may be moved to least free numbers and the' numbers they previously marked are placed in domain (9'a)' At odd numbered stages. least free numbers are placed in domain (CPe)' Hence. clause (3) Let t range over (l-(man)+l, ... ,-2.-1JuN). Initially (Xj is assigned task (-(m-n)+j). For~O, task t may be assigned at stage t in the execution of program e to at most one marker aj . For any t, task t assigned to aj is the task of finding an s~t such that either aj is consistent with '.D. and
Each marker maintains a pool of tasks which are currently assigned to it. The priority of a task t is t. Priority t 1 is higher than priority t 2 iff t 1 < t 2 . The priority of a nlarker aj is the priority of ,the highest priority marker in its pool at the beginning of stage s.
Marker Each task is completed before some stage.
We continue with the proof of Theorem 5.2. By (3) and (5) Suppose inductively that all tasks. with priority higher than t are completed before state so. If task t is never assigned to any marker or it is assigned to a marker which moves only finitely often, then task twill triVially be completed before some stage. Suppose that task t is assigned to a m.arker ai which moves infinitely often. Cho,ose the least stage s I~SO such that t is in a;' s task pool at the beginning of stage Sl' If no such S1 exists, then task t is' completed before stage 5o. Pick the least stage 8~S 1 such that (Xi moves during stage 52' Since all higher priority tasks are completed before stage sO,aj requires and receives attention at stage s2-Hence, t is removed from ai's pool during stage 52' Suppose by way of contradiction that t is placed in Q.j'S task pool during some stage past stage sa. Let 53 be the least such stage. The reentry of t into ai's pool must be by step a.2) in stage 83 since 83>t. Therefore, the marker a~receiving attention at stage 83 has an (a-,t) injury tag. That injury tag was placed on aA; at so~e stage prior to 82+1 when aA; had priority t f higher than priority t. a~did not move during stages s2." .,SS-I' as otherwise the injury tag would have been removed prior to stage 83' Therefore, a~had priority at least as high as t f upon entry into stage s3,andak moved during stage 8S' Therefore. some task with priority at least as high as that of task t Again, by (4) and the choice of i. i-n~card(A)~(i +1)-n.
Hence. the cardinality of
Therf~fore rpp,(s)=(n-l)l/; hence, / E S. We complete the theorem by proving that /~EXt-l(Mj)' Case ( 1) . aj E A Hence, but finitely many distinct tasks are assigned to a;. Let t be the lowest priority task ever assigned to aj' By Lemma are on the priority queue in that order. If first 0.2 receives attention, then aI' then a2 again. then a3; then the initial queue configuration is attained. If the previous sequence of moves is repeated infinitely often. then a2 moves infinitely often without ever being at the front of the queue; hence, each of CX2'S moves may later be injured.
• We conclude this section by combining the above results to obtain a complete characterization of the tradeoffs between cover size and anomaly bounds for EX a -identification. For any a e:(NU~*n. let C( ·.Er) denote U C(n+l,Er). (1 + lk / (l +l)J). This latter formula surprisingly appears in other contexts. PEX:" is defined [5] to be the class of set S of recursive functions such that some Popperian IIM, EX~identifies S. In [5] it is shown thatPEX~r;:.PEXĩ ff (n+1)~(m+1)· (1+lk/(L+1)J).
Comparison of an unbounded number· of Mind
Changes with an unbounded number of Anomalies as traded oft against the Number of Machines
In this section we compare team learning strategies with a finite unbounded number of trials to team learning strategies which are tolerant of a finite but unbounded number of errors. The-symmetric relationship between mind change and anomaly bounds exhibited in Theorem 2.1 is also evident in the characterizations arrived at in this section. THEOREM 6.1. • _ COROLLARY 6.2.
(EX~-U C(m.Er»~q,. • The results of this and previous sections yield the following characterizations. Nqte the symmetry of the following two results. •
Conclusions
Program synthesis was modeled as an inductive inference process performed by lIMa. The tradeofis between the number of IIMs trying to synthesis a program and the generality of the criteria used to determine success were examined. A "critical mass" principle was discovered. Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 indicate that 294 there are sets of functions which cannot be BC identified by any collection of n IIMs. yet can be infered by n+ 1 llJ.tls with respect to EX inference. A characterization of the relative power of teamBC type synthesis verses EX type synthesis was given in Theorem 3.9. From Theorem 5.1 we know that the employment of more lIMs will guarantee the synthesis of programs with fewer errors. A characterization of the tradeotfs between the number· of IIMs involved in the synthesis process and the number of error to be tolerated is given by Theorem 5.4. Similarly, more lIMs can be used to synthesis a program in a fewer number of trials (Theorem 4.1). Theorem 4.4 gives the complete characterization of the tradeoffs between the number of trials and the number of lIMs. The tradeoffs between the number of anomalies .and the number of trials is given by Theorenls 2.1. 6.3. and 6.4. The question of characterizing the precise trade otIs for nuniber of lIM verses number of anomalies for BC type inference remains open. Partial progress on the Be cover problem is reported in [7. B] .
.
